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Secretary’s Report 
 

 
 

 

It has been a proper ‘Red Letter’ month for our Tamar Valley Club.  Nothing pleases us more than 
to share our extraordinary countryside with like-minded people, and we were finally able to run 
our sixth ‘People and Places’ run around the Devon and Cornwall borders, picking up idyllic 
Cornish fishing villages, sunlit valleys and brooding moorland, all with the most spectacular views.   
 
We had a strong attendance from our friends in the Southampton and New Forest Club, and the 
furthest travelled was my old friend Rhona Cave, who drove her MGB down from south of 
Cambridge to take part after I mentioned it to her. 
 
Our youngest navigator was 3-year-old Beauden, who expertly supported his Dad Martyn until a 
water hose failure prematurely ended their run, but Alan and I were able to make a presentation 
to Beauden at the roadside. While I am sure that Beauden will look back on his certificate 
presented by the Chairman with pride, it is possible that the chocolate medal which accompanied 
it provided more immediate interest.  
 
Three T series from the Torbay club cut a splendid dash and other non-MG entries included a 
Triumph Stag, a Sunbeam Alpine and a pair of classic Land Rovers as well as a Mercedes daily 
driver. It was also good to meet past club members Clive and Wendy who rekindled many old 
friendships with us.  The weather, which had not looked good, improved steadily to allow 
sunshine in the afternoon.  Finishing with an excellent cream tea (of course!) the many smiling 
faces told their own story, and we are very grateful to all those who took the trouble to join us 
and to make the day so enjoyable – we look forward to the next one!  
 
In other news we are now established back in our running routine, with meetings happening at 
the Moorland Hotel, Wotter.  New members continue to join, and we are in a healthier state than 
when we went into lockdown, with another new member expected to be welcomed at the next 
meeting (John with an MGR V8). 
 
We continue to receive good reports about Andy at the Tamar Valley Motoring Centre, the most 
recent being great work done at reasonable cost on the rear axle of Andrew’s early MGB. 
 
I look forward to seeing you at the Moorland Hotel, possibly in my Cooper S as the MGR has a 
small paint bubble to be attended to. 
 

Simon 

 

 

 

Should you need to contact our club secretary, for example to send in club subscriptions, 
first call or email. 

01822 852843                       clubsecretarytvmgoc@gmail.com 

 
 

mailto:clubsecretarytvmgoc@gmail.com
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Notes from your Chairman 

 
 
 

Hello everyone, 
The club’s People and Places Run No 6 held in September was a resounding success and we have 
received a lot of complimentary emails from our visiting entrants. Those of you who were unable to 
come along for this run missed a really great day out. Our run committee consisting of Howard, 
Simon and Janis are to be congratulated for all their hard work. 
 

 
 
How quickly our Covid-19 restricted MG season has gone by this year.  We are now well into autumn 
and as I write this it certainly does feel very…… autumnal!  It is probably time to put the shorts and 
flip flops away for another year. 
 
The current weather may not encourage you to get your MG out for a run, but we do encourage the 
use of your daily driver instead when road conditions dictate.  As nice as it is to see our MGs at the 
monthly meetings and events it is certainly not mandatory.  So please do still come along and 
continue to enjoy meeting up with old and new friends. 
 
It is really quite important that we as members make an effort to keep the club functioning during 
the quiet months and your continued participation will certainly help maintain the club’s social side.  
 
As mentioned last month, our winter programme of Sunday lunches will commence on Sunday 17th 
October. This Sunday lunch will also incorporate the club’s Tulip Trophy Run. 
Lunch will be held in a private function room at Strawberry Fields, Lifton. PL16 0DE 
Since Alison and I have inspected the lunch venue, we are reassured that it can accommodate our 
expected numbers. We have also managed to prepare a run for you to enjoy.  
In the first instance, all you need to do is put your names down on the Run/Lunch sheet, which will 
be available at the October meeting. This will also be the cut-off date. 
Names can also be given by emailing me at: chairmantvmgoc@gmail.com  
Menu, pre-orders and other necessary details will be dealt with by a further email to all participants 
in early October.  
 
The important thing to do at this time is get your names on the list.  First come, first served! 
Hope to see you at the meeting, in the meantime please continue to stay safe and well. 

Alan  
 

 

mailto:chairmantvmgoc@gmail.com
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Event Secretary - keeping it wheel 
 
Dear Motorneers, 
Jan and I have just completed a 1500-mile trip in our MGA. I relay this not to boast but because of 
something someone said to me which I found bothering. I’ll share my thoughts if I may, in the hope 
it will encourage others to use their MGs a bit more.  
 
We had made the long trek up't north to take part in the MGCC MGA Register's 50th anniversary 
celebrations held at a lovely hotel near Hull. We extended the holiday either side of the weekend to 
further tour the Peak District, North York Moors and the Dales. In all it was bloomin' marvellous, in 
spite of worries about the fuel shortage (which caused us no real problem) and at times driving 
through some really horrendous downpours. Our Babe Magnet performed perfectly except for one 
minor problem that had a very happy ending, but that story will have to wait until next month. 
 

 
 

Parked up outside our hotel, it was interesting to compare the cars, as each was unique in some 
way, reflecting their owner's needs and preferences: some looked like new, some showed signs of a 
life well lived, some had been owned by the same family for decades and a few since new! 
 
On such an extended MG adventure one has time to think, and sitting behind the wheel of our MG 
allowed me to contemplate just how big an impact the car and membership of TVMGOC, the 
MGOC and MGCC have had on our retirement life. Without the MGA we wouldn't have made so 
many new friends or visited so many wonderful parts of the UK and abroad. To use a cliche, the 
more you put into something the more you get out. 
 
We knew a few participants from a trip to Spain and other Register weekends, but it was great to 
make new acquaintances from diverse places and backgrounds, all united in their love of extended 
MG touring. That reaffirmed my reason for me wanting a classic car in the first place. I have it to use, 
not cosset - it's a motivating, interesting and stylish device in which to explore the landscape.  

Some of the MGAers we met are really intrepid and ambitious in seeking out British and foreign 
destinations, and a few talked about a past Land's End to John O'Groats trip. I'm a kindred spirit, but 
whilst traversing Yorkshire's finest landscapes, a single word kept bothering me. 
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Before we left home, someone had said that we are, to quote, “optimistic” to undertake the long 
MG tours Jan and I sometimes embark on.  This ‘optimistic’ was not said in a positive way as it was 
followed by the word ‘but’. No, it implied that our longer journeys involve wishful thinking, or at 
worst that we were foolish to put so much reliance on a 59-year-old car. As I literally drove up hill 
and down dale, in sun and rain (lots of rain!), that word ‘optimistic’ gnawed and followed me rather 
like the menacing juggernaut lorry that stalks Dennis Weaver's car in Stephen Spielberg's first 
feature film, the brilliant Duel. The word bothered me because it presumed the likelihood of failure. 
 
But in the company of 50 or so other MGA drivers who had come from all corners of the country, a 
better word to describe the trust we place in our aging vehicles would be 'confident'.  

I know that what I advocate here isn’t for everyone, but if your personal circumstances allow it, if 
you look after and maintain your car properly, seek out and fix any potential mechanical problems in 
advance, carry a few essential fluids, parts and tools, there is no reason not to use your MG to the 
full and with confidence – confidence that they are very likely to get you to where you want to go 
and back again if you have taken good care of them. It's what they were built for, for goodness sake! 

What's more, and this will be news to some in the classic car world, these cars don't dissolve in the 
rain. Last week I drove over 350 miles from Shipley to Plymouth in a continuous deluge and the A 
didn’t miss a beat or suffer ill effects. And all those MGA owners in Hull think nothing of going out in 
most weathers. The only things that would keep their classics at home are salt on the road, ice or 
snow. Some take part in races, trials and hill climbs, neither of which are conducive to maintaining a 
concours car. Once back home we wash and dry them, and they are ready for another adventure. 
Most of our As will have a quiet winter, but come the spring they will be out and about once more 
exploring places near and far. 

Sure, we all know breakdowns might occur but we can mitigate against those situations - it's a risk 
we are prepared for and are willing to accept as the rewards are so great (we did have a small 
problem which with pre-planning and a bit of luck was quickly dealt with). It’s a shame that so many 
classic cars spend most of the time safely locked up in the garage, afraid to be taken out in the rain, 
looking pristine and polished but draped undercover and ironically kept in darkness, unseen and only 
used for the occasional short drive to the pub. Take it from me there’s more fun to be had than that.  

The opposite of ‘optimistic’ is ‘pessimistic’, in this context meaning put the brakes on, remain 
stationary. But we only live once, and I intend to make the most of the time I and my MG have left. If 
the Babe Magnet and I finish our days fulfilled but worn out and knackered, as they say up't north 
about a satisfying outcome, it’ll be "reet good". Then it'll be someone else's turn to perform 
transplants and cosmetic surgery on the BM to give her a new life. It’s a pity they couldn't do the 
same for me. 
 
I wish you happy and confident MGing! 

Howard 

 

 
The old and the new at Flamborough Head. 
The Tesla driver was asked where he thought 
his electric car might be in 61 years’ time and 
he said, “On the scrap heap.” 
They don't make ‘em like they used to! 
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Upcoming events 
The most up to date and detailed information 
on all 2021 events can be found and 
downloaded on the Event Diary Page and the 
Entry Forms page. See: www.tvmgoc.org.uk 

 
Sunday 17 October The Club Tulip Trophy Run organised by Alan and Alison 

Menus will be at the club meeting and have been emailed to members. 
Meet: St. Pauls Church Car Park, close to Yelverton roundabout.  
Time: 10.30 for a prompt 10.45 departure.  

12 – 14 November The Lancaster Insurance Classic Motor Show NEC Birmingham 
Sunday 21 November Sunday Lunch run to Bovey Tracy Golf Club organised by John and B 

Menus will be at the club meeting and have been emailed to members. 
Start from Dartmoor Diner. Meet from 10.00 am Hope to go at 11.00 
am. 

 
AT OUR RECENT COMMITTEE MEETING WE STARTED SOME LONG-TERM PLANNING:  
Wednesday 8 December Christmas Dinner at Boringdon Golf Club, which catered so well for the 

end of our People & Places run. Details to follow. 
Summer 2022 Club’s 40th Anniversary TBA 
10 or 17 September 2023 People & Places 7 As we are a relatively small club it was decided that 

P&P should remain biennial. 
 
CLUB STANDS AT SHOWS 2022 
Information about the numerous car shows that occur throughout next year will continue to be 
provided in newsletters and on our website. Of course, members are free to go to any they choose. 
However, traditionally our club has chosen three big shows where all club members are encouraged 
to come along en masse. We display as a club stand with our marquee and banners and hope that as 
many members as possible will join in and help us put on a smashing display. The question is, which 
shows should we go to? 
 
Two developments have made us reassess this. For the benefit of newer members, we used to go as 
a club to Powderham Castle Show, Killerton Show and The English Riviera Show in Paignton. Note 
that all three are in Devon. Because of Covid-related cancellations, this year the only show we were 
able to attend together was at the RHS Garden at Rosemoor, and all who participated were 
enthusiastic that this should become a regular event for us. The other change is that the National 
Trust at Killerton will no longer be holding a car show. 
 
Not surprisingly, many organisers aim for the summer and usually there are at least four major 
shows in July alone. So, in choosing which ones we would like to attend next year, your committee 
had to consider a spread of dates and ensure that at least one is in Cornwall. Some big shows are 
excluded because they are on the same day or close to other shows and popular run dates. This is 
our thinking so far, and all is to be confirmed: 

2022 SHOWS WE HOPE TO ATTEND AS A CLUB 

Powderham  Sunday 10 July 

English Riviera Show Sunday 24 July. Possibly. They have restricted space now so this 
may not be feasible.  

Fowey Regatta Parade & Show  Wed 17 August TBC. This is a bit different and there is a classic 
car parade though the town before assembling for a show in 
the top car park.  

RHS Rosemoor Late Aug/Sept 

http://www.tvmgoc.org.uk/
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2022 CLUB SUNDAY LUNCH RUNS & SUPPER RUNS –  

VOLUNTEER ORGANISERS REQUIRED PLEASE 

January Lunch on 3rd Sunday 16 Jan 

February Lunch on 3rd Sunday 20 Feb 

March Lunch on 3rd Sunday – to be organised by Naomi & Nigel 20 Mar 

April Drive It Day + Treasure Hunt Trophy + lunch/picnic or tea 24 April 

May Supper run – Friday a week after the club meeting  13 May 

June Supper run – Friday a week after the club meeting  10 June 

 National Cream Tea Day – last Friday in June – picnic or at a venue 24 June 

July Supper run – Friday a week after the club meeting  15 July 

August Supper run – Friday a week after the club meeting  12 Aug 

September Possible Club run (in place of P&P)  11 or 18 Sept 

October Lunch on 3rd Sunday inc. Tulip Trophy  16 Oct 

November Lunch on 3rd Sunday 20 Nov 

 
 
 
MGB AT 60 
Yes it’s almost a year away, but all you MGB owners might want to take note of a special date. 
The MGCC in conjunction with the MGOC are to celebrate the MGB’s 60th anniversary on 25 
September 2022 at the British Motor Museum in Gaydon. More on this next year. 
 

 

 
 

News snippets 
 

 

GB or not GB? That is the question. 
More post-Brexit changes for us motorists as our GB stickers will no longer cut the moutarde. 
The United Nations announced that motorists will have to replace the GB sticker with a UK sticker, 
allowing them to drive on foreign roads.  It is thought the change to the UK rather than a GB sticker 
is to show solidarity with Northern Ireland after Brexit. 
 
Here are the new rules regarding what we must display on our cars if we take them abroad. 
This from https://www.gov.uk/displaying-number-plates/flags-symbols-and-identifiers  
 

ON OR AFTER 28 SEPTEMBER 2021 

You will need to display a UK sticker (not GB! Ed.) clearly on the rear of your vehicle if your number 

plate has any of the following: 

a GB identifier with the Union flag (also known as the Union Jack) 

a Euro symbol 

a national flag of England, Scotland or Wales 

numbers and letters only - no flag or identifier 

If your number plate includes the UK identifier with the Union flag (also known as the Union Jack), 

you do not need a UK sticker. 

If you’re in Spain, Cyprus or Malta, you must display a UK (not GB) sticker no matter what is on 

your number plate. If you have a GB sticker, cover or remove it. 

 

https://www.gov.uk/displaying-number-plates/flags-symbols-and-identifiers
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Green Cards 
We will not, however, need a Green Card to drive in EU countries. This came into force in August.   
Insurers do ask that they be informed in advance of taking your car abroad to update their records, 
and some companies may still issue GCs just in case the development hasn't filtered down to all 
corners of the EU.  
 
 
 
Snake oil salesmen and E10 

Petrol owners using additives to limit the damage of E10 fuel have been issued a critical warning just 
two weeks after the new compound launched. 

Malcolm McKay, spokesperson for the Historic & Classic Vehicles Alliance (HCVA) told The Express 
that classic car owners need to be aware of “snake oil salesmen” selling bad products.  

He said some products available on the market were “not a cure-all” and could lead to more issues: 
“Additives are great for improving fuel, such as providing valve seat protection on engines with cast 
iron heads having soft valve seats, and for increasing octane. 

“It’s much more difficult to make an additive to correct negative effects of something that is already 
in the fuel. If additives are your preferred option, beware of the snake oil salesmen. Only buy from 
reputable businesses with an established history of serving the historic vehicle market. 

“For example, tin pellets* thrown in the petrol tank are NOT a cure-all for everything from unleaded 
fuel to E10.” Mr McKay added that most additives would only protect against corrosion from water 
absorbed by the fuel. 

Classic car experts at insurance firm Hagerty have urged drivers to contact their vehicle 
manufacturer or owners club to determine which additives to use. However, they have given a few 
tips on what owners can use to avoid being caught out. 

For cars older than 1996, they recommend Castrol’s Classic Valvemaster which can help to prevent 
corrosion. This mix also contains an ethanol stabiliser which can limit the effects of the new E10 fuel. 

For modern classics with a catalytic converter installed there are a few additives available that would 
do the trick. Hagerty has recommended Millers Ethanol Protection Additive or Lucas Oil Ethanol 
Fuel Conditioner. 

The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs (FBHVC) said many additives “claim complete 
protection” for classic cars. However, they warned the FBHVC has not tested additives that claim 
complete fuel protection on the new compound. But the FBHVC did advise that some additives can 
be very effective in reducing ethanol corrosion of the fuel tanks. 

*As promoted by Mike Brewer of Wheeler Dealers fame.  
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What’s in a name? 
There was an interesting letter sent to CCW asking for a definition of the term 'modern classic', an 
epithet that seems important to many car owners.  
 
In response, Michael Bowler was quoted from the 1973 first issue of Classic and Thoroughbred Cars 
saying a 'classic' (back then the term ‘modern classic’ probably hadn’t been coined) is "...a car from 
any era that is worth owning and worth driving."  
 
Classic Car Weekly defines 'modern classics' as "any cars that earn an enthusiastic following but are 
currently too young to qualify for 'Historic' status, including tax and MoT exemption" i.e., older than 
a rolling 40 years. 
 
So that puts mid-engined MGFs and MGTFs and RV8s firmly in the 'modern classic' bracket, but what 
do you think? Does it matter?  
 
Or how about this tongue-in-cheek definition that I’ve overheard: if a car has any kind of microchip 
or a plastic dashboard then it ain't a proper classic!  
 

Howard (sitting firmly on the fence, so don’t shoot the messenger) 

 
 

 
 
 

Moor2Sea 
 

After such a frustrating and 
restricted year, it is great to 
be able to get out and about 
again in our MGs and visit 
other parts of the region we 
do not often frequent. We 
need it and the cars need it. 
Those of us who took part 
knew that Exeter MGOC’s 
Moor2Sea run would fit the 
bill nicely. 
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Bright and early (actually it wasn’t bright at all!) 
we met at Tesco Lee Mill and joined a group of 
Triumph owners who were also embarking on 
their own run which would be about 250 miles 
long.  
 
This Herald was lovely and had been in a single 
family since new. The current custodian said she 
was disappointed that a recent and expensive 
respray hadn’t turned out quite the right shade 
for her. Shame. 

To get to the Moor2 Sea start on time in Tiverton we had to press on through the drizzle following 
Simon's fog lights. On arrival I reminded him that they were still on. This gave Simon the excuse to 
boast that unlike my ancient MG his RV8 had all mod cons. In riposte, I replied tongue in cheek that 
he must have been worried that doing 70 on the M5 would blow out the candles on my ancient 
banger. Fog lights indeed… la di da. Next he'll be telling me his car has door locks!  
 
As we flashed past the garage at the top of Haldon Hill it looked as if that was the start of another 
car run, as we distinctly saw a classic Porsche and what looked like a Rover 3 ltr. 
 
On arrival at Tiverton, we admired a rather lovely MGC GT - it turned out to belong to new member 
Andy S. It’s painted an Aston Martin silver shade, has a bespoke interior and is a stunner!  

  
 
The first part of the run wasn’t the greatest. The route took us though Dulverton where there is a 
notorious pinch point on the narrow road towards Lynton. Here the MGs backed up and I had time 
to get out and take a snap and Gavin took a pic looking back even further.  
I couldn’t help but notice that the smile never left Nigel S’s face even though we were held up. 
 

  
As we climbed up onto Exmoor the visibility was terrible, and we were aware that the views there 
were teasingly hidden.   
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However, as we approached the sea, things brightened up, 
so we were able to lunch in the sunshine at Lynton, aka ‘Little Switzerland’. 

  
 

 
 

 

 
 

As they ate, Nigel and Paul were being closely watched by a hungry scavenging gull. 

 
This Midget owner said he didn’t need help. 

 
Peter and Jan in Lynton. 
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In the afternoon we climbed up the long drag 
that is Countisbury Hill and at last could see 
some of Exmoor’s finest views. We dropped 
down once again to drive along what has been 
dubbed the Doone Valley, at Malmsmead. 
 
I waited ages to take a photo of one of our club 
cars wading the ford that crosses Badgworthy 
Water that marks the boundary of Devon and 
Somerset. Unfortunately, the others were 
ahead of us, so I snapped this MGB instead. The 
photo of my car in the header to this report was 
taken by another participant.  
 

 

 

One-sided feather flags really bug me when 
the wind blows in the wrong direction, which 
is why when I ordered our own club flags they 
are double sided. 
 
It was grey again on our return to Tiverton for 
a cream tea.  

 
Simon and I chewed the fat with Derick Lazell from Exeter MGOC about the trials and tribulations of 
running a car club. It’s a hard life but someone has to do it. Poor us. 
  
Moor2Sea was a lovely day out and one I look forward to doing again next year. On the way back I 
overtook a Corvette Stingray and a Pontiac Firebird, so that was the cream on the scone. 
 

Howard 
 

Moor2Sea - Gavin’s sad postscript 
 
I stopped in a layby on the A30 to take a break and finish off the tea in my flask.  When I stood up 
and put my hand on the tailgate it felt loose and not rigid on the over centre locks as normal.  It 
slipped out of my hand and slammed shut.  Unfortunately, the Thermos flask was standing upright 
and the glass hit it.  One of the centre lock springs is dislodged.  I am not sure if that was the cause or 
the result. 
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This won't be the regular type of run report, as full day events like this would take many pages to 
describe. If you took part then you know what you experienced.  
 
Although People & Places is arguably the biggest day in the TVMGOC calendar, it’s interesting to 
note that visiting participants outnumbered TVMGOC members almost 2 to 1. I know that not 
everyone can or wants to do a longish run, but one would like to think that our club’s major biennial 
event - that because of Covid hadn’t taken place for three years - would be better supported by its 
own members.  
 
Volunteers to marshal at the start and finish didn’t exactly come flooding in either. Thanks to those 
who did help out on the day, especially Peter and Jan S. We labour hard for the benefit of our 
members and those of us on the committee need some moral and practical support at times. 
 
It was truly great to see so many new faces and to meet and chat to fellow MG enthusiasts from 
near and far. Judging from their feedback, I have a feeling we will be seeing more than a few of them 
again sometime in the not-too-distant future. 
 
For now, suffice to say that Jan’s and my aim of devising a route to showcase some of the best views 
our corner of the region has to offer worked, and reactions we received at the finish and by email 
afterwards show that it was greatly appreciated. It also helped that the route book was accurate bar 
one or two tiny typos!  
 
We are lucky to live in an area in which, within the limitations of a 100-mile drive, we can enjoy 
moorland, rivers and lakes, grand rural vistas, woodlands and coastline, all settings for extraordinary 
life stories and historic events…People and Places.  
 
But the great Hollywood edict is "show, don't tell", meaning don't lecture, but show people things as 
they are. So I'll just let some captioned photos stand as a record of a great day out! 

 

  
A wonderful selection of MGs lined up for the start at Yelverton Golf Club 
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Although John and Paddie couldn’t do the whole 

run they volunteered to help marshal. 

 
New member Martyn R’s dramatic TF 

which used to belong to Ron C. 

  
Hoods up or down? Will the clouds thin to let the sun shine…or will we get wet? 

 

  
A trio of MG TDs crossing Norsworthy Bridge at Burrator. Simon had a number of friends taking part, 

some in Landies, justifying their participation by offering to be support vehicles just in case of any 
broken-down MGs needed a tow. 

 
Alan & Alison followed by Simon & Charlie 

 
New Member Alan S. in his RV8 
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Shortly after the start, at Burrator it was with huge sadness that TVMGOC new member Martyn 
broke down due to a burst radiator hose on his black TF LE500. His 3-year-old son Beauden was 
navigator for the day, and we presented him with a special certificate and a chocolate medal which 
had to be awarded at the roadside ‘cause they weren’t gonna make it to the finish!  
 

  
We’ve all broken down at some point Martin but, if it’s any consolation, once fixed that hose won’t 
break again for a very long time. Other things might break though… (not much of a consolation at all 
then – Ed!) 
 
After skirting the edge of Dartmoor, the convoy passed through Tavistock and Gunnislake to the first 
stop at Minions on Bodmin Moor to take a look at the Hurlers stone circles. 

 
 
Lunch stop and loos at Looe and Seaton Beach café were followed by one of our favourite drives 
around Whitsand Bay. The grey weather continued and although the visibility was clear, the light 
was milky and of changeable colour.  

 
Some of our many guests taking part in an 
MGB GT followed by an MGB red roadster. 

 
Eric & Niki from Southampton & New Forest 

MGOC in their lovely golden TF. 
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After learning of Whitsand Bay shipwrecks and ancient fire beacons warning Drake of the 
approaching Spanish Armada, Kingsand and Cawsand revealed yet more stories of smuggling and 
historic naval conflicts before the route swung down to the tidal creek of Millbrook. St Germans was 
the last destination before we all had to patiently wait in the queue to cross the Tamar Bridge.  

 

Fortunately, it wasn’t that long, and soon all 
arrived with the drizzle at Boringdon Golf Club, 
where we parked up nice and neat. 

 
 

 
By the time we all arrived inside the club house, our band of over 100 MGers eagerly awaited their 
cream teas. 

 
On behalf of Southampton & New Forest MGOC, 
our good friend Robin receives the award from 
Alan for the largest external club entry.  

 
Having hastily gulped down her scone on the 
way to the stage, Rhona was awarded the 
furthest travelled award as she and Tom had 
come from their home in Cambridgeshire. 

 
Many more pictures of this special day are on our club’s Flickr page. 
Go to our website Gallery and click the link to Flickr. 

Howard 
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Pumping Iron 
Ian C., our ex-pat member from good ol’ West Virginny, sent us some great photos, saying, “I took a 
longish drive last weekend and discovered this old gas* filling station.  Obviously it is no longer 
active as such, but the owner has kept it and added pieces to show how it looked many years ago.  
 
“How the old gas signs have remained unmolested I cannot imagine; I would certainly love to have 
the Sterling one......” 

Ian 
*Translation = he means petrol. Clearly Ian’s been away from Blighty for too long! Thanks Ian, and 
your MGB looks jolly nice (translation for American readers “jolly nice” means “swell” - Ed.) 
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Received entries From 

Do you know this is faster than my MGA? John I. 

Howard attempts to create an OAP version of the Bullitt car chase……………. John I. 

An electric MGA doesn't quite have the same cachet. Gavin 

So I've solved the E10/need for additives problem, but where is Jan going to sit? Gavin 

I am sure this will give me an accurate mileage for the PP7 roadbook. Gavin 

Sir Clive Sinclair was one of my heroes. RIP. Gavin 

Her boot’s smaller than yours! Andy S. 

Howard finally gets to test drive the latest EV from MG 
ready for People & Places. 

Ade 

Howard’s new electric MG with improved economy, 
power and style over the MGA!!!! 

Ade 

Look! No back-seat driver (with apologies to Mrs HP!) Andrew L. 

My first car was a Sinclair C5 Andrew L. 

Ooh it's just like my 'A' but more powerful! Clive 

Be careful, Howard, that’s got twice the power of an MGA. 
It might tip you over the back if you boot it. 

John N 

He’s traded in his MGA and taken out an option on the inevitable successor. 
Incidentally with his initials ‘HP’ I don’t think he won’t need to exercise that option! 

Keat 

Powered by a washing machine engine, this electric alternative to an MGA 
attracted more grannies than babes. 

Simon 

The perks of getting old!  ‘Babe magnet’ to ‘Granny magnet’ 
as its new owner accepts the march of time. 

Alan C. 

So you have seen the wheelie and now for the handbrake turn! Sally 

And the winner of last month’s competition chosen blindly by John H is Alan C. 
At bloomin’ last - he’s waited long enough! Well done! He will choose next month’s winner. 

 
 
 
 

Here’s next month’s photo 
requiring a caption.  

Send your emails flying in to: 
 mediatvmgoc@gmail.com 
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And finally… 
 

 

I've made an amazing discovery about my car. It's Old English White, and 

it responds to my voice commands like:  

Art thou ready to starteth?  

Goest ye hastily, O metal steed!  

Stoppeth ye.  

Is their naught in thine tank? Needest thou fire water?  
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

I've just joined the Autopsy Club and am going to my first meeting 

on Saturday. It's Open Mike night. 
 
 


